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Abstract
We have created a logic-based, ﬁrst-order,
and Turing-complete set of software tools for
stochastic modeling. Because the inference
scheme for this language is based on a variant
of Pearl’s loopybelief propagationalgorithm,we
call it Loopy Logic. Traditional Bayesian be-
lief networks have limited expressive power, ba-
sically constrained to that of atomic elements as
in the propositional calculus. A ﬁrst-order lan-
guage contains variables that can capture general
classes of situations, events, and relationships. A
Turing-completelanguageis able to reason about
potentially inﬁnite classes and situations.
Since the inference algorithm for Loopy Logic
is based on a variant of loopy belief propa-
gation, the language includes an Expectation
Maximization-type learning of parameters in the
modeling domain. In this paper we present the
theoretical foundations for our loopy-logic lan-
guageandthen demonstrateseveral examplesus-
ing the Loopy Logic system for stochastic mod-
eling and diagnosis.
1 Introduction
We ﬁrst describe our logic-based stochastic modeling lan-
guage,LoopyLogic. Itis anextensionoftheBayesianlogic
programming approach of Kersting and De Raedt (2000).
We have specialized the Kersting and De Raedt formal-
ism bysuggestingthatproductdistributionsare aneffective
combining rule for Horn clause heads. We also extend the
Kersting and De Raedt language by adding learnable dis-
tributions. To implement learning, we use a reﬁnement of
Pearl’s (1998)loopybelief propagationalgorithmfor infer-
ence. We have built a message passing and cycling - thus
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the term loopy - algorithm based on expectation maximiza-
tionorEM(Dempsteret al.,1977)forestimatingthevalues
of parameters of models built in our system. We have also
added additional utilities to our logic language including
second order uniﬁcation and equality predicates.
A number of researchers have proposed logic-based repre-
sentations for stochastic modeling. These ﬁrst-order exten-
sions to Bayesian Networks includeprobabilisticlogic pro-
grams (Ngo and Haddawy, 1997) and relational probabilis-
tic models (Koller and Pfeffer, 1998; Getoor et al., 1999).
The paper by Kersting and De Raedt (2000) contains a sur-
vey of these logic-based approaches. Another approach to
the representation problem for stochastic inference is the
extension of the usual propositional nodes for Bayesian in-
ference to the more general language of ﬁrst-order logic.
Several researchers (Kersting and De Raedt, 2000; Ngo
and Haddawy, 1997; Ng and Subrahmanian, 1992) have
proposedforms of ﬁrst-order logic for the representationof
probabilistic systems.
Poole (1993) presents an approach that develops an ap-
proximate algorithm for another Turing-complete proba-
bilistic logic language. Ngo and Haddawy(1997)construct
a logic-based language for describing probabilistic knowl-
edge bases. Their knowledge database consists of a set of
sentences giving a conditional probability distribution and
a context under which this distribution holds. Such context
rules do not appear in the language developed by Kersting
and De Raedt (2000). Both of these papers propose the
translation of their representations into Bayesian networks
when they want to do inference.
Kersting and De Raedt (2000) associate ﬁrst-order rules
with uncertainty parameters as the basis for creating
Bayesian networks as well as more complex models. In
their paper “Bayesian Logic Programs”, Kersting and De
Raedt extract a kernel for developing probabilistic logic
programs. They replace Horn clauses with conditional
probability formulas. For example, instead of saying that
x is implied by y and z, that is, x   y;z, they write that
x is conditioned on y and z, or, xjy;z. They then annotate
these conditional expressions with the appropriate proba-bility distributions. In a two-valued logic, every symbol is
true or false. To support variables that can range over
more than two values, they allow the domain of the logic to
vary by predicate symbol. Kersting and De Raedt also al-
low some predicates to range over other sets, for example,
{red, green, blue}.
Section 2 describes our logic-based stochastic modeling
language. In Section 3 we present several applications of
Loopy Logic to diagnostic reasoning. It has been tested
in some standard domains, including traditional as well as
dynamic Bayesian networks; it has also been used to im-
plement hidden Markov models. It is being tested on fail-
ure data from aircraft engines the US Navy has provided.
Although the tests completed to date are on simple cases,
the full functionality of the language includingits ability to
do parameter estimation or learning will be demonstrated.
The original implementation language for Loopy Logic
was OCAML (http://www.ocaml.org/)andthe pseudocode
used to describe the language and examples in this paper is
OCAML-like. The current version of the software, called
JavaBayes, is written in Java.
2 The Loopy Logic Language
Our research approach follows Kersting and De Raedt
(2000)inthebasicstructuresofthelanguage. Asentencein
the language is of the form headjbody1;body2;:::;bodyn =
[p1;p2;:::;pm]. The size ofthe conditionalprobabilitytable
(m) at the end of the sentence is equal to the arity (number
of states) of the head times the product of the arities of
the body. The probabilities are naturally indexed over the
states ofthe headand theclauses inthe body,but areshown
with a single index for simplicity. For example, suppose
x is a predicate that is valued over {red, green, blue}
and y is boolean. P(xjy) is deﬁned by the sentence xjy =
[[0:1;0:2;0:7];[0:3;0:3;0:4]],here shown with the structure
over the states of x and y. Terms (such as x and y) can be
full predicates with structure and contain PROLOG style
variables. For example, the sentence a(X) = [0:5;0:5] in-
dicates that a is (universally) equally likely to have either
one of two values.
If we want a query to be able to unify with more than one
rule head, some form of combining function is required.
Kersting and De Raedt (2000) allow for general combin-
ingfunctions,while theLoopyLogiclanguagerestricts this
combiningfunction to one that is simple, useful, and works
well with the selected inference algorithm. Our choice for
combining sentences is the product distribution. For exam-
ple, suppose there are two simple rules (facts) about some
Boolean predicate a, and one says that a is true with prob-
ability 0.4, the other says it is true with probability 0.7.
The resulting probability for a is proportional to the prod-
uct of the two. Thus, a is true proportional to 0.4 * 0.7
and a is false proportional to 0.6 * 0.3. Normalizing, a
is true with probability of about 0.61. Thus the overall
distribution deﬁned by a database in the language is the
normalizedproductof the distributions deﬁned for all of its
sentences.
One advantage of using this product rule for deﬁning the
resulting distribution is that observations and probabilistic
rules are now handled uniformly. An observation is rep-
resented by a simple fact with a probability of 1.0 for the
variableto takeontheobservedvalue. Thusa fact is simply
a Horn clause with no body and a singular probability dis-
tribution, that is, all the state probabilities are zero except
for a single state.
Loopy Logic also supports Boolean equality predicates.
These are denoted by angle brackets <>. For exam-
ple, if the predicate a(n) is deﬁned over the domain
{red, green, blue} then <a(n) = green> is a variable
over {true, false} with the obvious distribution. That
is, the predicate is true with the same probability that a(n)
is green and is false otherwise.
The ﬁnal addition to Loopy Logic is parameter ﬁtting or
learning. The representational form for a statement indi-
cating a learnable distribution is a(X) = A. The “A” indi-
cates that the distribution for a(X) is to be ﬁtted. The data
over which the learning takes place is obtained from the
facts and rules presented in the database itself. To spec-
ify an observation, the user adds a fact (or rule relation)
to the database in which the variable X is bound. For ex-
ample, suppose, for the rule deﬁned above, the set of ﬁve
observations (the bindings for X) are added to produce the
following database:
a(X) = A.
a(d1) = true.
a(d2) = false.
a(d3) = false.
a(d4) = true.
a(d5) = true.
In this case there is a single learnable distribution and ﬁve
completely observeddata points. The resulting distribution
for a will be true 60% of the time and false 40% of the
time. In this case the variables at each data point are com-
pletely determined. In general, this is not necessarily so,
since there may be learnable distributions for which there
are no direct observations. But a distribution can be in-
ferred in the other cases and used to estimate the value of
the adjustableparameter. In essence, this providesthe basis
for an expectationmaximization(EM) (MayrazandHinton
2000)style algorithmforsimultaneouslyinferringdistribu-
tions and estimating their learnable parameters. Learning
can also be applied to conditional probability tables, not
just to variables with simple prior distributions. Also learn-
able distributions can be parameterized with variables just
as any other logic term. For example, one might have arule (rain(X, City) | season(X, City) = R(City)
indicating that the probability distribution for rain depends
on the season and varies by city.
A more complete speciﬁcation of the Loopy Logic repre-
sentation and inference system may be found in Pless and
Luger (2001, 2003).
3 Diagnostic Reasoning with Loopy Logic
We now present four examples of problem solving with
Loopy Logic. These problems are intended to be simple
exemplars of the ﬁrst-order representation and expressive
power of the language. Note, for example the generalized
speciﬁcationofthe state and emit predicatesintheHMM
example next. Some examples are, admittedly, “toy” prob-
lems, but in the limited space of this paper are intended
to show the expressive ﬂexibility and the Loopy Logic ap-
proach to stochastic modeling. We are currently address-
ing two much more complex problems, the propulsion sys-
tem of a Navy aircraft, sponsored by Ofﬁce of Naval Re-
search, and a more complex and cyclic sequence of digital
circuits, pieces of which have been presented here. The
current version of the interpreter is written in OCAML
(http://www.ocaml.org/) and, again with ONR support, be-
ing rewritten in Java.
3.1 Example: A Hidden Markov Model
First we present an example showing how to construct a
HiddenMarkovModel(HMM) in our declarativeBayesian
logic. In this example, there are two states (x, y). The sys-
tem can start in either one, and at each time step, cycle
to itself or transition to the other state. The probability of
these events is a learnable distribution. In both states, the
system can output one of two symbols (a, b). The condi-
tional distributionfor these emissions is also representedin
this model by an adjustable distribution.
state <- {x,y}.
emit <- {a,b}.
state(s(N)) | state(N) = State.
emit(N) | state(N) = Emit.
The Hidden Markov Model works as follows. Each state
is represented with an integer that is zero or the successor
of another integer. An integer shorthand is implemented
in this system, i.e., 2 is shorthand for s(s(0)). In the
model, each state is conditioned on the previous state with
thelearnabledistribution State. Eachstate emits its output
with the learnable distribution Emit.
Strictly speaking,becauseofthe representationalﬂexibility
of Loopy Logic, the previous four lines of code are sufﬁ-
cient to specify an HMM. The next ﬁve lines are included
to demonstratethe utility ofseveral of ourotherextensions.
Note, for example, the deﬁnition of the and predicate:
observed,o,and <- {true,false}.
and(X,Y) | X,Y = [true,false,false,false].
o([],N) = true.
o([H|T],N) = and(<emit(N)=H>,o(T,s(N))).
observed(L) = o(L,0).
Without these last ﬁve lines, one must specify an ob-
served sequence by including in the database a separate
fact for each emission that is seen. That is, one must state
emit(0) = a, emit(1) = b, emit(2) = b and so on.
With the additional ﬁve lines, three observations can be in-
cluded with the predicate observed([a,b,b]).
A product of HMMs is expressed by adding a new pred-
icate to indicate the states of a second HMM. This new
HMM can be coupled to the existing one through a product
distribution by using the same emit predicate. Here is an
example of a second HMM with three states:
state2 <- {z,q,w}.
state2(s(N)) | state2(N) = State2.
emit(N) | state2(N) = Emit2.
Note that the ﬁnal line uses the previous emit predicate
which creates the productdistribution. As a ﬁnal comment,
the logic-based stochastic language offers far more gener-
ality than is required to represent simple HMMs.
3.2 Example: Diagnosing Digital Circuits
We next demonstrate how a ﬁrst order probabilistic lan-
guage like Loopy Logic can be used for diagnosis of faults
in a combinatorial (acyclic) digital circuit. We assume
there is a database of circuits that are constructed from
and, or and not gates and that we wish to model failures
within such circuits. We assume that each component has
a mode that describes whether or not it is working. The
mode can have one of three values, it is good or has one
of two failures, stuck at one or stuck at zero. We assume
that the probabilityof the various failure modes is the same
for components of the same type, although this probability
may vary across types of components.
There are two questions that a probabilistic model can an-
swer. First, assume the probabilities of failure are known.
Givena circuit that isn’t workingproperly,and oneor more
test cases (values for inputs and outputs of the circuit), it
would be useful to know the probability for each compo-
nent mode in order to diagnose where the problem might
be. The second question comes from relaxing the assump-
tion that the failure probabilities are known. If there is a
database of circuits and tests performed on those circuits,
we may wish to derive from these tests what the failure
probabilities might be.
We next provide code for this model. We use some con-
ventions for naming variables. We let Cid be a unique ID
for each circuit, and T be an ID for each different test, andN be an ID for a component of the circuit, and Type be the
component type (and, or, not), and I be inputs (a list
of Ns) for the component. The ﬁrst two lines of the code are
declarations to deﬁne which modes a component can be in
as well as indicating that everything else is boolean:
val, and, or, not <- {v0, v1}.
mode <- {good, s0, s1}.
The mode and val statements provide the basic model for
circuit diagnosis. The ﬁrst indicates that the probability
distribution for the mode of any component is a learnable
distribution. Onecouldput in a ﬁxed distributionif the fail-
ure probabilities were known. Using the term Mode(Type)
speciﬁes that the probabilities may be different for differ-
ent component types, but will be the same across different
circuits. One could indicate that the distributions were the
same for all components by using just Mode or that they
differedacross type and circuit by using Mode(Type,Cid).
The second statement of the two speciﬁes how the possibil-
ity of failure interacts with normal operation of a compo-
nent. The val predicate gives the output of component N in
circuit Cid for test Tid.
mode(Cid, N) :- comp(Cid, N, Type, _) =
Mode(Type).
val(Cid, Tid, N) :- comp(Cid, N, Type, I) |
mode(Cid, N), Type(Cid, Tid, I) =
[[v0,v1],[v0,v0],[v1,v1],
[[0.5,0.5],[0.5,0.5]]].
The and, or and not predicates model the random vari-
ables for what the output of a component would be if it
is working correctly. The and and or are speciﬁed recur-
sively. This allows arbitrary fan-in for both types of gates.
The base case is handled by assigning a deterministic value
for the empty list (1 for and, 0 for or). The recursive case
computes the appropriatefunction for the value of the head
of the list of inputs andthen recurs. The not acts on a single
value, inverting the value of the input.
and(_, _, []) = v1.
and(Cid, Tid, [H|T]) | val(Cid, Tid, H),
and(Cid, Tid, T) = [[v0,v0],[v0,v1]].
or(_, _, []) = v0.
or(Cid, Tid, [H|T]) = val(Cid, Tid, H),
or(Cid, Tid, T) = [[v0,v1],[v1,v1]].
not(Cid, Tid, N) | val(Cid, Tid, N) = [v1,v0].
The circuit of Figure 1 is described by the following four
lines of code.
comp(1, 3, and, [1,2]).
comp(1, 4, not, 3).
comp(1, 5, or, [1,2]).
comp(1, 6, and [4,5]).
Figure 1: A sample circuit that implements XOR
We now introduce failure probabilities into the different
components. For the sake of simplicity we shall assume
that the failure probabilities are ﬁxed and are the same for
all types of components.
mode = [0.989, 0.01, 0.001]
This indicates that the component is good, stuck at 0, or
stuck at 1 with a ﬁxed probability distribution of 98.9%,
1% and 0.1%.
Next, we give the system a set of input values using the
following statements.
val(1, 1, 1) = v0.
val(1, 1, 2) = v1.
Now, we query the loopy logic about the output at gate 6
using the following statement from the loopy prompt.
val (1, 1, 6)?
We get the following response from the Loopy Logic inter-
preter.
val(6)
v0: 0.03064943979
v1: 0.96935056021
This output indicates that the outputat component6 is high
with a 97% probability and low with 3% probability. This
is consistent with our expectation.
Next we repeat the same test by introducing a very high
failure rate in our model. We state that the component has
only 50% probability of being good.
mode = [0.5,0.3,0.2].
We now query the LoopyLogic interpreterfor the output at
component 6 as follows.
val(1, 1, 1) = v0.
val(1, 1, 2) = v1.
val(1, 1, 6) = ?
The Loopy Logic interpreter gives the following response.val(6)
v0: 0.59
v1: 0.41
The Loopy Logic interpreter tells us that in this model the
output is more likely to be wrong. This is because we have
introduced a higher (50%) probability of failure.
Now, consider the second problem. We know that a fault
has occurred and we want to ﬁnd the likely causes for the
fault, i.e., which of the gates in the circuit might be faulty.
We again consider the initial model which had a 1% prob-
ability of failure. We force the output at component 6 to be
wrong.
mode = [0.989, 0.01, 0.001].
val(1, 1, 1) = v0.
val(1, 1, 2) = v1.
val(1, 1, 6) = v0.
mode(3),mode(4),mode(5),mode(6)?
As shown, we haveset the outputcomponentto be v0 when
infact thecorrectoutputshouldbe v1. We nowwantto ﬁnd
the probability of failure of each component in the circuit.
This is done by the query on the ﬁfth line, above. We get
the following response.
mode(3)
good: 0.957753489171
s0: 0.00968405954672
s1: 0.0325624512826
mode(4)
good: 0.673375168043
s0: 0.325943967278
s1: 0.000680864679517
mode(5)
good: 0.67340708122
s0: 0.325943967278
s1: 0.000648951502418
mode(6)
good: 0.673729762485
s0: 0.326270237515
s1: 0
This response shows the failure probabilities of each com-
ponent. It tells us that component 3 is good with a 95.77%
probability. Component 4, 5 and 6 are good with 67.33%
probability. Further, it also tells us that component 4 is
stuck at 0 with 32.59% probability. Mathematical analysis
shows that this inference is correct.
Next, we repeat the diagnostic test where the third input
value, val(1, 1, 6) = v0,is incorrect:
val(1, 1, 1) = v0.
val(1, 1, 2) = v1.
val(1, 1, 6) = v0.
mode(3),mode(4),mode(5),mode(6)?
We get the following response:
mode(3)
good: 0.470338983051
s0: 0.282203389831
s1: 0.247457627119
mode(4)
good: 0.423728813559
s0: 0.406779661017
s1: 0.169491525424
mode(5)
good: 0.440677966102
s0: 0.406779661017
s1: 0.152542372881
mode(6)
good: 0.491525423729
s0: 0.508474576271
s1: 0
Once again, we observe by analysis that the results ob-
tained from Loopy Logic are valid. In our research, sim-
ilar diagnostic tests on a dozen different circuits of varying
sizes and complexity were performed. The smallest circuit
had 6 components and the largest circuit had 10,700 com-
ponents. Some circuits had loops in them as well. The
results providedby Loopy Logic were found to be accurate
in all cases. Without a powerful stochastic modeling tool,
it is a non-trivial task to design a system that can diagnose
digital circuit failures as well as estimate failure probabili-
ties from a data set of test cases. With our system, the basic
model can be constructed using only nine statements. As
the example shows, the representation of circuits and test
data is transparent as well.
3.3 Example: A Life Support Simulation
Next we demonstrate learning in a space station simulation
that mode a small part of an advanced life support system.
The scenario involves the interaction between the power
sub-system and the life support system on a remote base
station. The power supply is dependent on an unknown
external force and ﬂuctuates. Life support has a number of
states; {normal, stressed, critical}, that depend on
power availability, demand, activity and location.
The simulation assumes one astronaut. The consumption
of life support resources is a function of the astronaut’s ex-
ertion leveland location. Our goal is to learnthe modeland
predict the state of the life support system. Given that life
support is dependent on power and consumption, we have
a learnable distribution, where N is the time step and LS is
the learnable distribution:
life support(N) | power(N), consumption(N) = LS.
The state of power can be monitored from voltage output,
which can be in either of ﬁve states from very high to very
low, {vh,vmh,vm,vml,vl}. We learn the distribution, LSby ﬁrst watching emission from life support that will raise
alerts, {ok, warning, danger}. At some point life sup-
port emissions may end, but we still need to know the state
of the life support system. We can do this using the learnt
distribution, LS.
consumption(N) | person_activity(N),
person_location(N)= [...].
life_support <- {normal,stressed,critical}.
ls_emit <- {ok,warning,danger}.
power <- {high,medium,low}.
power_emit <- {vh,vmh,vm,vml,vl}.
person_activity <- {sleep,normal,hi_exert}.
person_location <- {in, out}.
consumption <- {low,med,high}.
consumption(N) | person_activity(N),
person_location(N)=
[[[0.7,0.2,0.1],[0.3,0.5,0.2]],[[0.2,0.5,0.3],
[0.6,0.2,0.2]],[[0.2,0.5,0.3],[0.1,0.2,0.7]]].
life_support(N) | power(N),consumption(N) = LS.
life_support(N) | ls_emit(N) = [[0.7,0.2,0.1],
[0.2,0.6,0.2],[0.1,0.2,0.7]].
power(N) | power_emit(N) =
[[0.7,0.2,0.1],[0.6,0.3,0.1],[0.2,0.6,0.2],
[0.1,0.3,0.6],[0.1,0.2,0.7]].
Here are some observations from the life support system:
ls emit(1)=danger person activity(1)=hi exert
ls emit(2)=danger person activity(2)=hi exert
ls emit(3)=danger person activity(3)=normal
ls emit(4)=warning person activity(4)=normal
ls emit(5)=ok person activity(5)=normal
ls emit(6)=ok person activity(6)=sleep
ls emit(7)=ok person activity(7)=sleep
ls emit(8)=ok person activity(8)=sleep
ls emit(9)=ok person activity(9)=normal
ls emit(10)=warning person activity(10)=hi exert
person activity(11)=hi exert
power emit(1)=vml person activity(12)=hi exert
power emit(2)=vml person activity(13)=hi exert
power emit(3)=vm person activity(14)=hi exert
power emit(4)=vmh
power emit(5)=vmh person location(1)=out
power emit(6)=vh person location(2)=out
power emit(7)=vh person location(3)=in
power emit(8)=vh person location(4)=in
power emit(9)=vh person location(5)=in
power emit(10)=vh person location(6)=in
power emit(11)=vmh person location(7)=in
power emit(12)=vh person location(8)=in
power emit(13)=vh person location(9)=in
power emit(14)=vh person location(10)=out
person location(11)=out
person location(12)=out
person location(13)=out
person location(14)=out
We begin the simulation at time = 1 with life support in
critical condition, power supply low, astronaut outside and
in a state of high exertion. The power supply stabilizes
around time = 6, and at the same time the astronaut goes
to sleep. He later wakes up, begins high exertion activity
and ventures outside. The power remains stable, except for
a slight dip at time = 11. The life support emissions end
Time Life support system states:
Normal Stressed Critical
1 0 0 1
2 0 0 1
3 0 0 1
4 0 0.77 0.23
5 0.74 0.14 0.12
6 0.92 0.02 0.06
7 0.93 0.01 0.06
8 0.96 0.03 0.04
9 0.95 0 0.05
10 0.11 0.78 0.11
11 0.21 0.49 0.3
12 0.23 0.53 0.24
13 0.24 0.54 0.23
14 0.23 0.53 0.26
Table 1: Probabilities of life support system state at time
steps 1..14.
at time = 10. Thereafter, the state of the system must be
determined from the learnt distribution, LS.
Table1showsthelikelihoodofstates ateachtimestep. The
system determines that the state of life support after time
step 10, when the astronaut is outside and exhibiting high
exertion, is more likely to be in state {stressed}. This
seems a logical inference because when the astronaut was
in high exertion and the power level was low, the state of
life supportwas {critical}. The high amountof exertion
has likely put the life support system in a stressed state, but
since power output is full, it is not reaching a critical state.
Also note that at time = 11, when the power output dipped
slightly, the likelihood of being in state critical was at its
highest level since time = 3.
In contrast, we run another modiﬁed program where after
the astronaut wakes up, he begins normal activity inside,
as opposed to high exertion activity outside, with results
displayed in Table 2. In this case, the network correctly
infers that life supportis morelikely to be in a normalstate.
These results demonstrate loopy logic’s ability to learn and
reason in uncertain situations. In this case, the uncertainty
is which state the life support system is in after life support
emissions has stopped.
person_activity(10)=normal.
person_activity(11)=normal.
person_activity(12)=normal.
person_activity(13)=normal.
person_activity(14)=normal.
person_location(10)=in.
person_location(11)=in.
person_location(12)=in.
person_location(13)=in.
person_location(14)=in.Time Normal Stressed Critical
10 0.96 0 0.04
11 0.69 0 0.31
12 0.76 0 0.24
13 0.76 0 0.24
14 0.76 0 0.24
Table 2: States of life support system when
person activity is kept at normal and
person location is kept at in.
3.4 Example: Fault Detection in a mechanical system
In the ﬁnal example, we predict a future event, namely a
breakdown of a mechanical system due to a fault. Data
from various analog sensors are available to us as observa-
tions from time of start of a test the current time slice. The
time domain representation of the data is unwieldy and in-
tractable for computation. So we deal with the data in the
frequency domain by computing the Fourier transform of
the time-series data. Further, we smooth the data by aver-
aging the frequency domains of each set of M consecutive
preliminaryobservations. Itis thisdomainofconvertedand
smoothed data that makes up our observationYt.
Murphy et al (2002) introduced Dynamic Bayesian Net-
works (DBN’s) as a tool to model dynamic systems.
More expressive than Hidden Markov Models (HMM) and
Kalman Filter Models (KFM), they can be used to repre-
sent other stochastic graphical models in AI and machine
learning.
It is reasonable to assume a that the observation at current
time slice Yt is related to the observation at the previous
time slice, Yt 1, i.e., the observations are temporally cor-
related. In fact we use correlation as a metric of distance
between observations. A lack of correlation between ob-
servations in consecutive time slices is probably an indica-
tion of anomalous behavior. For example, when the system
changesstatefromXt 1 =safetoXt =unsafeweexpectthe
corresponding observations Yt 1 and Yt to show lower lev-
els ofcorrelation. Thisunderstandingofthedataleadsusto
consider the use of the AR-HMM (auto-regressive HMM)
to model the system. We chose to model the AR-HMM on
three hidden states, {safe, unsafe, faulty}. We infer
the probability distribution of the system’s state at time t,
P(Xt).
In the AR-HMM, (see Figure 3) the customary HMM as-
sumption that Yt does not have a direct causal relation-
ship with Yt 1 is relaxed. Before we apply the algorithm
to real time data we evaluate the distribution P(ujjX) of
expected frequency signatures corresponding to the states
from a state-labeled dataset. Note that U = u1;u2;:::uk
is the set of observations that have been recorded while
training the system. Say for example, if u1 through uk
were observed when the system gradually went from safe
to faulty we would expect P(u1jX = safe) to be much
higher than P(ukjX = safe).
safe
uo um
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0.0
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Figure 2: A model of distributions P(UjX = i) as learned
from simulated training data
X
t−1 Y
t−1 X t
Y t
Figure 3: An AR-HMM.
From the causality expressed in the AR-HMM we know,
P(Yt = ytjXt = i;Yt 1 = yt 1) =
P(Yt = ytjXt = i)P(Yt = ytjYt 1 = yt 1)
Inourdesign,theprobabilityofanobservationgivenastate
is the probabilityofobservingthediscretepriorthatis clos-
est to the current observation,penalized by the distance be-
tween the current observation and the prior.
P(Yt = ytjXt = i) =
max(abs(corrcoef(yt;uj)))P(utjXt = i)
Further,the probabilityofanobservationattimet givenan-
other particular observation at time t  1 is the probability
ofthemost similartransitionamongthe priorspenalizedby
the distance between the current observationand the obser-
vation of the previous time step.
P(Yt = ytjYt 1 = yt 1) =
abs(corrcoef(yt;yt 1)) 
((#ut 1 to ut transitions)
#ut 1 observations)
where
ut = argmaxuj(abs(corrcoef(yt;uj))Note that yt is a continuousvariable and potentially inﬁnite
in range but we limit it to a tractable set of ﬁnite signatures,
U, by replacing it by the uj with which it correlates best.
Therelationshipgoverningthelearnabledistributionsis ex-
pressed in Loopy Logic as follows:
x <- {safe, unsafe, faulty}.
y(s(N)) | x(s(N)) = LD1.
y(s(N)) | y(N)) = LD2.
Preprocessing the data and computing the correlation co-
efﬁcients off-line, we tested the above technique on a very
small trainingdataset of oneseeded fault occurrencetaking
the system from safe to faulty. We obtained a perfor-
mance accuracy close to 80% on this test data.
4 Conclusions and Further Research
An important future direction for research is to extend the
representativepower of LoopyLogic to include continuous
random variables. We also plan the extension of learning
from parameter ﬁtting to full model induction. This dif-
ﬁcult area has been explored by several research groups.
Getoor et al. (2001)and Segal et al. (2001) consider model
induction in the context of more traditional Bayesian Be-
lief Networks and Angelopoulos and Cussens (2001) and
Cussens (2001) in the area of Constraint Logic Program-
ming. Finally, the Inductive Logic Programming commu-
nity (Muggleton, 1994, 2002) has also addressed the learn-
ing of structure in declarative stochastic representations.
We planon takinga combinationof these threeapproaches.
We have created a new ﬁrst-order Turing-complete logic-
based stochastic modeling language. This language is sup-
ported by a well-known and effective inference algorithm,
loopy belief propagation. Our combination rule for com-
plexgoalsupportis theproductdistribution. Finally,aform
of EM parameterlearningis supportednaturallywithin this
framework. From a larger perspective, each type of logic
(deductive, abductive, and inductive) can be mapped to el-
ements of our declarative stochastic logic language: The
ability to represent rules and chains of rules is equivalentto
deductive reasoning. Probabilistic inference, particularly
from symptoms to causes, represents abductive reasoning,
and learning through ﬁtting parameters to known data sets,
is a form of induction.
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